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Sapnay is known for its exceptional portrayal of the drowsy lifestyle in a city such as Karachi, in this drama. With his knowledge of history and the issues it was based on, Sapnay was perfect to portray the main character, a civil engineer who wants to end this drowsy, lazy lifestyle of Karachi. An independent and
creative thinker, Maqsood Hashmi loves to blend as many genres as possible. In this serial, he gave a portrayal of a demented but a very interesting character, Tehmur bin Hussain - He started his career with Aar Mera Naam in the year of 2002. After playing the role of Tehmur, Maqsood had no problem

portraying another part in the year of 2003 when he played the character of a child murderer in the serial Shehnai. After that, Maqsood had a successful stint as a comic character in Gehlom Gehlom, He started a new phase of his life by playing a character who is schizophrenic in Andhera Ujala. Paaya had
everything that a television drama needed: a powerful, fast paced plot, a great villain, a well written script and the camera work of Faiza Iftikhar Ali. Kudos to TV series maker for the use of the bomb that killed your main villain as a symbol of peace and non-violence. The drama also dealt with issues of

corruption, the role of a painter, a murder and a family feud. The airtime of the serial was not sufficient to implement the whole story. The villains were sometimes annoying and the ending never got the right amount of impact. However, what made the drama very memorable was the acting, especially by its
titular heroine - the daughter of an influential politician played by Sahir Lodhi. The actors, especially her, were very good.
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asif khan has been created a whole new world for himself in the field of drama! asif khan is a very good actor and he has done his role in every episode with perfection. his character will play the role of faisal malik. it has been almost four years since ive seen a show that this good. the drama manages to surpass
itself every single time in every single scene. and while there are the usual suspects, namely waheed murad, haseena moin, mikaal zulfiqar, ayaz samoo, hassan ahmed, and many more playing the main roles, its true that the writer sarmad waheed and director haseena moin, by far, are the mastermind behind

everything that goes on in this drama. and to add to that, the music is the production itself and can easily be the most important reason why we love it so much, because the music has just the right beat and its always simple and pure, something many drama lacks! every week, there were all sorts of comedians
who would deliver brilliant stand-up comedy routines on the show. i have particular fondness for altamash sabri. at one point in time i used to wait for 10 minutes every week to listen to his 6-7 minute monologues on repeat. even after all these years, the utter skilfulness of his comedy remains astonishing. and
he is always at his best when he is dealing with the people in uniform. every week, there were all sorts of comedians who would deliver brilliant stand-up comedy routines on the show. i have particular fondness for altamash sabri. at one point in time i used to wait for 10 minutes every week to listen to his 6-7

minute monologues on repeat. even after all these years, the utter skilfulness of his comedy remains astonishing. 5ec8ef588b
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